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Part Number: Part Number: SV. In Stock, 2 available. Ships in 1 - 19 business days. In Stock, 3
available. In Stock, 25 available. Backorder: No ETA. In Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 7 available.
In Stock, 8 available. In Stock, 10 available. In Stock, 9 available. In Stock, 11 available. In Stock,
6 available. In Stock, 22 available. In Stock, 1 available. In Stock, 5 available. This article is a
troubleshooting guide for problems and malfunctions common to most electric power tools.
This article suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. It also describes
information tools available at eReplacementParts. This article is a repair guide for power tool
switch replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly.
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Spring. Repair Guides Diagnosing Electric Power Tools This article is a troubleshooting guide
for problems and malfunctions common to most electric power tools. Power Tool Care and
Maintenance This article suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. Power
Switch Repair This article is a repair guide for power tool switch replacements, explaining the
general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly. Tool Diagnosis: Is it the Brushes or the
Switch? This article describes the differences between power switch and carbon brush failure
symptoms. My original sander will not hang onto the sanding disk. I bought a sanding pad but it
doesn't have any grip to hold the sandpaper. What are my options? Mike for model number D
asked on Hello Mike, Thank you for your inquiry. This particular model takes a hook and loop
sanding disc which uses hook and loop sandpaper with a backing similar to Velcro. The correct
sanding pad for your model is part Hope this helps! Did this question help you? Yes No. Hello
Marty, thank you for your inquiry! The part you described does not appear in the parts list for
this model. Once you have this information, please feel free to check back with us for pricing
and availability information. Thank you. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this
part and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive
money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your
question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can.
Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed. Question: Brushes
HandyRandy. I bump the sander pad and the sander starts spinning. Most likely it is the
brushes. But it may be a short in the switch or cord. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been
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Number: SSF In Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 11 available. Part Number: AB In Stock, 8 available.
In Stock, 21 available. Part Number: SSP Part Number: GAB. In Stock, 14 available. In Stock, 15
available. This article offers detailed information about air compressors, instructions for
compressor care and maintenance, and advice for purchasing air compressors. This article is a
troubleshooting guide for problems and malfunctions common to most electric power tools.
This article suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. It also describes
information tools available at eReplacementParts. This article is a repair guide for power tool
switch replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly.
Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in
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Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Page B. Plug Tube 1. Button Snap. Screw
X. Valve Safety Body QC. Popular Parts. Connecting Rod and Piston Assembly. Ball Valve.
Outlet Tube. Compression Nut. Compressor Parts. Repair Guides Air Compressors This article
offers detailed information about air compressors, instructions for compressor care and
maintenance, and advice for purchasing air compressors. Diagnosing Electric Power Tools This
article is a troubleshooting guide for problems and malfunctions common to most electric
power tools. Power Tool Care and Maintenance This article suggests guidelines for power tool
care and maintenance. Power Switch Repair This article is a repair guide for power tool switch
replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a switch assembly. Pressure
regulator leaking. Troy for model number D asked on Hello Troy, Thank you for your question.
This issue could be caused by a leak in the outlet tube. Or the O-ring could be warped and
needs to be replaced. Did this question help you? Yes No. Power to it but it won't kick on the
pump motor and the on and off switch is in on postion. Kenny for model number D asked on Hi
Kenny, we cannot be percent sure, but the most common issue with this model not turning on is
faulty carbon brushes part ASV. Thank you for your question and good luck with your repair!

Related Parts: Carbon Brush. My air compressor is making noise like something losen, works
good but the sound I don't like it, I'll wait for your answer if you can help me out. Gabriel for
model number D asked on Hello Gabriel, Thank you for the question. I suggest checking the Fan
Part Number: A to see if it is loose or damaged. Hope this helps! Related Parts: Fan. Hello Garry
and thanks for writing. We do carry a lot of other spare parts for units such as yours, for
example, Part Number: N Good Luck with your repair. Related Parts: Belt. How do I replace the
belt on the Dewalt compressor and is the bolt on piston left hand thread. Hello Mark and thanks
for writing. Please contact us anytime. Only builds up to 40lbs pressure, no compression. Guy
for model number D asked on Hello Guy, thank you for your inquiry! Attached is a link that will
help with your inquiry. Thank you. I have a dewalt D compressor that starts slowly then builds
up speed to normal rpm. Does this unit have a capacitor or what would cause this problem?
What would be the best solution. Scott Helpling for model number D asked on Hi Scott and
thank you for contacting us That definitely sounds like a capacitor issue. The capacitor is
normally found on the exterior of a compressor motor, often covered in a metal shroud, near the
shaft end of the motor. Capacitor testing. Discharge the capacitor before testing it, it will be a
shocking surprise if you don? Very small capacitors can be discharged by bridging both leads
with a screwdriver. To test the capacitor with a multimeter, set the meter to read in the high
ohms range, above 10k and 1m ohms. Touch the meter leads to the corresponding leads on the
capacitor, red to positive and black to negative. The meter should start at zero and move slowly
toward infinity. This means that the capacitor is working. If the meter stays at zero, the capacitor
is not charging through the battery of the meter, meaning it is not working. I hope this helps and
good luck with your repair. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we
will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and
special discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your
question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue
Shopping. Discussion is closed. Question: Flywheel Gene Pressure was not building on my
dewalt compressor. Thought belt was issue. It was but so was the broken bolt that holds
flywheel on. How do I get bolt out? Both from the piston arm and in the motor. Unfortunately,
flywheel bolts are usually torqued in very tight. I replaced the valve plate, and the compressor
runs but doesnt build pressure and it doesnt turn off. Hello , Your piston ring and cylinder may
be worn to the point, that the air cannot be compressed. Question: Motor Throwing Sparks It
appear that the motor bearings are worn to a point that the shaft has enough movement that
causes the brushes to throw sparks. Are the motor bearings replaceable? Also, is the drive
pulley on the motor just pressed on and can be removed with a gear puller? I have never had
anyone ask me if you can replace the bearings in this unit. If you are mechanically inclined and
feel comfortable attempting this, go for it. You will have to obtain the bearings from a bearing
supplier. The part number N Motor Pulley is pressed on to the motor shaft. The manufacture
says to press to. A gear puller should be able to do the job. My air compressor is not holding
air. It continues to attempt to add air but it seems like the regulator is not holding the pressure.
Do you recommend the following kit to rebuild the regulator or do you think it is something else.
N Regulator Repair Kit. Hello , It could be that your Piston And Cylinder are worn and the air is
leaking back thru these parts. In either case you will need to inspect them for damage or wear.
Question: Pressure Switch bbrucelf. As pressure builds Air starts leaking out of the face of the
outlet regulator valve. Would the problem be the pressure switch? Is there any adjustments or
cleaning to be made on the regulator switch before replacing it. Hi bbrucelf, It sounds like you
have a problem with the pressure regulator on the compressor. Air leaking out of the face or
around the adjustment knob of the regulator is an indication that the regulator valve pin is
frozen or sticking. Some of the regulators will have a cap screw on the back that can be
removed and the valve pin remove. The cap screw has a sleeve attached to the back of it that
the valve pin and a small o-ring slide in and out of. Clean this and put a small dab of grease on
the o-ring and make sure it slides in and out of the sleeve freely. This should fix the problem. If
not replace the regulator. Hope this helps. Good luck. The blades on my fan have broken off, I
am ordering a new fan, how does this attach? Hi, If I remember right the fan is pressed on to a
spline link removed regards to the fan breaking,I didn't see any service bulletins about a
problem with the fans but the small plastic fans on motors are under very high centrifugal
stress loads and it could be that one broke off and hit the other causing catastrophic failure of
the cooling fan. I've had mine for a few years and it just started randomly cutting on and off. At
first I thought it might be that the safety regulator was messed up. Not the problem It was the
black hot wire going up into the motor. There was some little temperature breaker wired in to
the black wire, zip tied to the coil in some clear plastic shrink wrap. I guess it went bad so I cut it
out and just bypassed it wiring the black straight through without the sensor. It's been running
fine ever since. The only problem I ran into was that there was a little more slack in the wire and

the spinning part of the motor ended up pulling it in and severing it so I re-did it and tucked it
away from the moving parts and boom,, just like new! I'm sharing this bc I was 10min from
buying a new one before I discovered the fix. Don't want anyone else doing the same. Hello
Parker, Thank you for providing this valuable information. I hope that it will be well read by
those that are having the problem with their compressor as you did. Thanks a Million for this
information Parker, I'm including a link with a picture of it to help anyone else, the motor wire is
real short and had a hard time crimping a terminal to it, No where else is there a mention of this
problem that would drive you crazy. Thanks again Parker. Hi henryg11, Ereplacementparts has a
good article on the subject. Question: Compressor D henryg Hi henryg11, You first need to
disassemble the pump and look for damage on the reed valves or cylinder walls. Hope that
helps. Question: Dewalt D Type 2 Compressor toolmanou Have owned this compressor for
several years without a problem until the last time I used it. The compressor will not turn off at
the desired pressure. Once guy tells me it is the regulator and another says it is the pressure
swith. I think it is the pressure switch. Any help woulb be greatly appreciated. Hi toolmanou,
Does it shut off at higher then normal pressure or not shut off at all blowing the safety valve?
Hello, I purchased the replacement Check Valve A from you all, which threads at 1" into the
tank. Hello g8rgrad98, I am thinking you might need part number SSP Hope this helps, -WJA.
Question: Conn Rod Piston Assy tommypa8. Hello tommypa8, If you are looking for the o-rings
the part numbers are as follows, A and ACG If it is the piston ring you are looking for you will
have to order part number N Hello storekeeperii, In answer to your question regarding the SSP
nut and sleeve assembly. Yes the sleeve is included with this part. Question: Check Valve
Chuck. Does the new Dewalt compressor tank check valve come with the outlet nut or is that
another part? He has posted MORE than the 3 count he is given. His post is just above mine.
Question: Pressure Regulator drew. I am in need of a replacement pressure regulator. Can you
help me find one? No, I can't find one either. Fix the old one. Pull it a part and clean it and oil it.
It may work as new. They sell a regulator repair kit if you want that. I'm going to take mine apart
and oil it up to see if that helps. I think the regulators pretty much suck on these. I had the same
problem so I used one out of an old porter cable compressor I had sitting around. I came to find
out it was the exact same regulator and fixed my problem. You also may be able to just take
yours apart and clean it well. It stopped mine from leaking but the bolt was stripped so I had to
use the porter cable one. If your regulator is damaged or broken you will have to purchase the
complete manifold or try finding a used one. But if it is leaking or dirty and needs service, the
least expensive would be to purchase a regulator service kit, part number N Cheap and easy fix.
Hope that helps, WJA. The first question is: which side of the belt faces in or out? The shiny
side or the rougher side? My intuition tells me the not so shiny side since it presumably has
more grip and the fan labeling is on the shiny side which would most like wear out and make it
unreadable if an old one had to be replaced. Also, on a car's v-belt the ridges face inwards
obviously to match the ridges on the pulley and I don't remember reading any fan labeling
printed on those ridges. Was that a long-winded enough introduction? Third, I haven't had this
compressor for more than a year, is the belt breaking in half a common occurrence? When it
broke, I was shutting it on and off manually because I was using HVLP paint sprayer and I didn't
have another pressure regulator installed. Could this have been the reason? I admit it was a
pretty numbnut-amateur thing to do Hey James. You're right, the belt installs with the letters
facing out. It's nice too because you won't have to remember the part number. Over time, of
course, any belt will break but I don't suspect your manual operation of the compressor made
any difference. Welcome Tony, Anytime you have an idea or a solut
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ion to help someone out, chime right in. And if you ever have any questions on anything that
we offer. Get on the forum and let us know what you need. We will all do our best to help you
out. Again, Welcome aboard, -WJA. An inexpensive belt tension gauge called the Krikit model
KR I is available at local auto parts stores and some large chains. This gauge will now be
available through Fidelitone as This will release tension from the old belt. If using A belt, place
lettering on the belt against the flywheel large diameter pulley. If using N belt, place lettering
away from flywheel belt teeth against flywheel. There should be enough friction to hold the idler
in place while tensioning. The tension gauge should read between LBS when checked on the
longest belt span. Recheck tension and adjust as needed. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has
been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of
Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.

